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Office of Research Services, 2013
 CASUAL EMPLOYMENT CALCULATOR
 
This advice does not take the place of UWS policy and procedures for employment of casual staff and is only for guidance in the process. 
 
This advice is provided for researchers who wish to employ someone casually (hourly basis only), rather than on a temporary or short-term contract (set hours, fixed duration). Detailed information on casual employment can be found at the Office of People and Culture.
 
The choice of an appropriate HEW level is a matter of marrying together qualifications and appropriate kinds of tasks:- Basic research assistance - undergraduate degree - starts at HEW Level 5 step 1  (example of tasks might be: photocopying, document searching, filing and sorting, data entry, literature searching under direction, preparation of annotated bibliography).- Staff with an Honours degree or equivalent would start at HEW Level 5 Step 3 (examples of tasks might be: literature searching under supervision, preparation of critical readings of literature, data collection under supervision, data analysis under supervision).- Senior Research Assistant - Masters Degree or equivalent and would generally start at HEW Level 6 Step 1 (the equivalence may be other postgraduate qualifications as well as significant professional experience that assists the project in achieving a high level of success).- Senior Research Assistant or Research Associate - PhD and would generally start at Level 6 Step 4 or, depending on experience, could start at Level 7 Step 1.  At these middle levels, research assistants often make intellectual contributions to the project: providing critical readings of literature, identifying methodological issues, and making insights into data analysis. Researchers should discuss acknowledging that contribution beyond the traditional footnoted 'thanks' - see UWS Research Code of Practice.
 
 
To calculate personnel costs using the below Calculator:
a. Select the HEW Level/Step pay rate.
b. Enter the number of hours per week and the number of weeks. 
 
Casual Employment Calculator
Select the HEW Level/Step 
pay rate  
Enter the number of hours per week
Enter the number of hours per week
Enter the number of weeks
Enter the number of weeks
Total Cost 
(before oncosts)
Oncosts (16%)
Total Cost (including oncosts)
8.0.1291.1.339988.308172
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